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ABSTRACT
Blockchain cryptocurrencies such as Ethereum offer a secure and decentralized transaction system and have the potential to replace legacy financial transaction systems. Despite their potential, they suffer from transaction ordering and admission problems. These stem from having miners deciding the transaction execution order, as well as which transactions are admitted in the blockchain. Transaction censorship, transaction removal due to double-spending attacks and long transaction commit delays are some of the resulting problems. In this work in progress, we will propose a Fixed Transaction Ordering and Admission (FTOA) algorithm to mitigate these problems, using EpTO logical timestamps in a Byzantine setting. We focus on Ethereum, but the general ideas can be applied to other blockchains.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Blockchain is the technology underpinning cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin and Ethereum [6]. Blockchains have become increasingly important for a broad range of applications such as medical records and asset ownership [4]. A blockchain is a distributed ledger that securely stores a permanent and verifiable history of confirmed transactions in a sequence of blocks. It relies on a peer-to-peer network of computation nodes known as miners [11]. No central trusted party is required [6]. Miners periodically generate blocks, roughly every 10 minutes in Bitcoin [6] and every 12-15 seconds in Ethereum [11]. When a miner generates a block, it gets a reward. In order to generate a block, miners are required to solve a probabilistic computation puzzle called "proof-of-work" (PoW) [6]. The solution to this puzzle is stored in the block header and can be easily verified by other miners for consensus and block admission into the blockchain [6]. A transaction list is also included in each block. Miners decide the transaction execution order when creating a new block to be mined [11]. This work considers open permissionless blockchains only. These allow any node to participate, whereas permissioned blockchains restrict participating nodes [2].

Blockchain forks may occur when multiple distinct versions of the next block are successfully mined and propagated. Consensus on the set of transactions is temporarily broken and then re-established by using the longest chain, that is, the one with the highest number of blocks [4].

Ethereum is a popular and groundbreaking cryptocurrency, offering complex transactions using programs residing in the blockchain known as smart contracts [11]. Ethereum transactions may include coin transfer between accounts and also smart contract execution updating internal contract state. Miners get an additional variable reward for executing such transactions.

Problems. Several transaction ordering and admission problems have been identified in blockchains. We will focus on Ethereum, but the general ideas can be applied to other blockchains. Ethereum transactions are not guaranteed to be executed in the same order they are submitted, that is, later transactions can be executed before transactions submitted earlier. This means dependent transactions may have problems [9]. For example, when a later payment depends on an earlier payment, the miner that happens to mine the next block can decide to run the later payment first thus causing the earlier payment to fail due to insufficient funds.

Transaction order can even change after a transaction is seen in a block. This is the case when a double-spending attack is executed by replacing the block including the transaction with a new version of that block without that transaction. Furthermore, this action can go undetected since the old version of the block is not stored [9].

In the case of fork, a transaction included in a block of a losing forked branch can be discarded. Despite offering mechanisms to consider such a transaction again for inclusion in a block, Ethereum offers no guarantee that it will always be re-included in a future block, since miners may silently drop it. This means submitted transactions are not guaranteed to be executed. On the other hand, no miner can be sure that every other miner has dropped a given transaction, meaning there is no upper bound for the time a transaction can live in the system without being executed [11].

Due to the unpredictability that phenomena like the above-mentioned ones cause, blockchain clients are typically conservative and only consider a transaction as committed after receiving a sequence of consecutive blocks mined after the first block that included it. The length of such a sequence of blocks is usually 12 blocks in Ethereum. As a consequence, most Ethereum transactions usually take more than 3 minutes to commit, after submission [11].

Miners can join a mining pool expecting sustained shared rewards upon solving PoW computation sub-puzzles distributed by the pool operator. Around 80% of the mining power in Ethereum resides in only six mining pools. Since mining pools can select which transactions to include in the blockchain, this means mining pools can potentially collude to control the network with a 51% attack and censor transactions [6].
**Contribution.** This work intends to make the following contribution: provide fixed transaction ordering and admission to blockchains using EpTO logical timestamps in a Byzantine setting.

The main advantages of this work will be guaranteeing the same transaction order for all miners in the Ethereum network and ensuring a valid submitted transaction cannot be discarded. As a consequence, all valid submitted transactions will be guaranteed to be executed and mining pools will not be able to censor them. Furthermore, transaction commit delay will also be reduced since transactions showing up in a mined block will be guaranteed not to be discarded.

Existing Ethereum transaction dissemination mechanisms are insufficient since they do not provide any transaction ordering or admittance guarantees. This also applies to manually attempting to submit the same transaction to multiple entry points, such as mining pools, which would also rely on these mechanisms. The current Ethereum blockchain consensus already provides a total order for transactions, which may explain why there has been no attempt to provide a new total order mechanism for enforcing miners to mine blocks with the same transactions in the same fixed order. On the other hand, timestamps are often perceived as vulnerable to manipulation attacks [10] which may explain why to the best of our knowledge they have never been used in Ethereum transactions.

We anticipate a challenging implementation. It will require changing the Ethereum dissemination mechanisms, making them more adequate for lower overall transaction commit times, at the same time as using logical timestamps in a Byzantine setting and guaranteeing they are resistant to attacks, so as to make transaction order and admittance fairer.

## 2WORK IN PROGRESS DESCRIPTION

The intuition behind this work in progress is to develop a Fixed Transaction Ordering and Admission (FTOA) algorithm for Ethereum, so as to prevent miners from deciding how to order transactions and which to include. In order to achieve this goal, the EpTO (Epidemic Total Order) algorithm will be adapted to Ethereum and its Byzantine setting by adjusting parameters (e.g. fanout) and adding logical timestamps to Ethereum transactions. The existing Ethereum Byzantine consensus setting will be considered for this work. It can be described as PoW-based. This means consensus can be reached as long as an adversary controls less than half of the network computing power. In such a setting, a 51% attack is possible, thereby allowing the attacker to arbitrarily manipulate the blockchain, for instance, in order to exclude transactions or modify their order [5]. The FTOA implementation using EpTO will likely not be trivial, since similar gossip based consensus systems are known to be challenging to implement [7], but our previous experience makes us confident it will be successful.

Logical timestamps will be used to order transactions. This will allow detecting missing and spurious transactions, as well as ensuring dependent transactions will be executed in the expected order. For this to happen, transactions will be disseminated and aged until there is a high probability they have been delivered to all nodes, before being considered for inclusion in a block. As a consequence, the system will converge to having all miners mining the same transactions in the same order. We do not expect any significant performance impact by adding logical timestamps to transactions and we do not anticipate any scalability issues.

FTOA will offer protection against against Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks using malicious timestamps by restricting timestamp validity to a time window for aging all transactions for the current block. Transactions arriving outside the current time window will be discarded. Transaction timestamps will be signed by the issuing Ethereum address using PKI cryptography, thereby preventing tampering by an attacker. Miners will have no advantage in mining blocks with missing transactions since other miners will know the correct transaction set and will discard them.

### 2.1 Background on EpTO

EpTO is an Epidemic Total Order algorithm with probabilistic agreement. Its intuition is making events available quickly at all nodes with high probability. It guarantees processes eventually agree on total order of events with high probability. The probability of holes in an event sequence can be made arbitrarily small. Processes do not necessarily know when a hole occurs and delayed events may either be dropped or tagged as “out-of-order” when their delivery would result in an order violation. EpTO uses a logical clock, timestamps and time to live for aging events before delivering them in timestamp order to applications [8].

A balls-and-bins approach is used for dissemination. Processes are modeled as bins and events as balls. The algorithm then tries to find how many balls have to be thrown so that a bin receives at least one ball with arbitrarily high probability. Events are disseminated in a small number of rounds that increases logarithmically with the number of processes. The round duration can be set to the latency of the well-behaving nodes for guaranteeing the well-behaving part of the network will satisfy the probabilistic agreement. EpTO is fully decentralized and therefore does not require central coordination for processes. Process churn and message loss can be mitigated increasing the fanout parameter, which defines how many balls are sent by each process in each round and is logarithmic in the number of processes [8].

### 2.2 FTOA algorithm overview

The Fixed Transaction Ordering and Admission (FTOA) algorithm for Ethereum will work as follows. Logical timestamps will be associated to transactions. Ethereum nodes will have a local clock for generating transaction timestamps. When a transaction is generated at a given node, it will receive the local clock value as timestamp, in a new field. The local clock will then be incremented by one unit. Transactions will be disseminated to all nodes using EpTO. Upon receiving a transaction, nodes may update their local clocks according to the received transaction timestamp. If transaction timestamps are received in order with no holes (that is, with no missing transactions and no missing timestamp values), nodes update their local clock to the received timestamp value. On the other hand, if the received timestamp originates a hole or if there is still a hole in the transaction timestamp list after adding it to the list, the local clock is not updated. In this case, the local clock is only updated again when a new sequence of transactions with no holes results from the new timestamp being added to the list and it is assigned the value of the highest timestamp of that sequence. This occurs in a small number of rounds that increases logarithmically with the number of processes.
will prevent spurious timestamp attacks that would result in nodes generating transactions with arbitrarily high timestamps that could consequently be delayed for a long time.

Miners will order transactions according to their logical timestamps. Transactions will have to wait in a staging list before being considered for inclusion in a block in order to guarantee high delivery probability to all nodes and low missing transaction probability. This waiting period can be defined as aging. The aging time encompasses the sum of the durations of all EpTO dissemination rounds required for ensuring high delivery probability to all nodes. The number of dissemination rounds and the time between dissemination rounds are EpTO parameters. After aging, aged transactions will be included in a block to be mined in a fixed logical timestamp order. Miners will attempt to mine full blocks, that is, blocks with the maximum possible number of transactions, a parameter dynamically agreed upon by the Ethereum network. Miners will order distinct transactions with the same logical timestamp using a fair criterion based on the previous block number and on the Ethereum accounts that issued them.

All the above leads miners to mine the same sequence of transactions for a given block. When a block is successfully mined, it will be disseminated to other miners. In the unlikely case a block with an incomplete transaction set is received by a miner that has received all transactions, it will be discarded due to its missing transactions. When 51% of network is well-behaving and all nodes have received all transactions with high probability, no blocks with missing transactions are expected to be accepted into the blockchain since miners will discard them and will converge to adopting blocks containing the complete transaction sets.

Miners will stop mining their current block and start mining a new one with a more completed transaction set when previously unknown transactions are received. The new transaction set will be the union of the old transaction set with the new received transactions. Transactions can be received during individual transaction dissemination or within a transaction list of a disseminated mined block.

As an example, by setting the EpTO round duration to the average Ethereum 120 ms latency [3], having blocks carrying 95 transactions, considering a 12 second block mining time and a 10 second block propagation time, we can estimate a transaction commit time around 40 seconds. This is substantially lower than the usual 3 minutes commit time and includes aging all 95 transactions included in the block and the time required to fill the block up with those transactions, considering an observed Ethereum average generation of 11.5 transactions per second.

### 2.3 FTOA attack mitigation

Ethereum transaction fees offer protection against Denial-of-service (DoS) attacks. An attacker might try to overwhelm the network by continuously issuing new transactions. However, such a sustained attack is considered to be too expensive [1] and can be estimated to cost around 250 USD per block full of transactions, as of December 2017. Therefore, as an example, issuing 1000 blocks of transactions would have an estimated cost of 250000 USD for the attacker. This is also valid for an attacker attempting to issue transactions with malicious timestamps. A transaction timestamp can be within or outside the interval defined by the earliest and latest transaction timestamps to be included in the current block. Timestamps in the past will be discarded. Transactions with timestamps in the future will be queued until all consecutive timestamps in between are received. In case an attack is attempted with timestamps within that interval, the corresponding transactions will be accepted and ordered with the remaining valid transactions, in case the aging time of the oldest transaction with an equal or higher timestamp has not yet elapsed. In case that aging time has elapsed, transactions with lower or equal timestamp are discarded, since they should already have been received with high probability. The only short-term advantage for the attacker will be having transactions executed slightly before other valid transactions during this aging time. As it happens today with Ethereum, no long-term advantage can be foreseen from flooding the network with transactions as it would be too expensive.

Furthermore, an Ethereum address will only be able to provide transactions with monotonic increasing timestamps. This means an attacker wishing to overload the network with transactions with a repeated timestamp, for instance, would have to use different Ethereum addresses for each transaction. An attacker will also not be able to tamper with the transaction timestamps, since timestamps will be signed by the Ethereum address issuing the transaction using PKI cryptography. Thus, an attacker will only be able to produce new transactions. On the other hand, miners will have no advantage in mining blocks with missing transactions since other miners will know with high probability there are additional transactions and will discard those blocks.

### 2.4 Status and future directions

This work is at an early stage. The algorithm definition is still in progress and there is no implementation yet. As short term directions, we anticipate to finish the algorithm definition, in particular on how to adjust EpTO to the Ethereum Byzantine setting. Then we expect to implement a prototype to validate the algorithm and finally to implement it in Ethereum. In the long term, we will evaluate the solution suitability for other blockchains such as Bitcoin.
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